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ABSTRACT 
Despite the central importance of research papers to scienti�c 
progress, they can be di�cult to read. Comprehension is often 
stymied when the information needed to understand a passage 
resides somewhere else—in another section, or in another paper. In 
this work, we envision how interfaces can bring de�nitions of tech-
nical terms and symbols to readers when and where they need them 
most. We introduce ScholarPhi, an augmented reading interface 
with four novel features: (1) tooltips that surface position-sensitive 
de�nitions from elsewhere in a paper, (2) a �lter over the paper 
that “declutters” it to reveal how the term or symbol is used across 
the paper, (3) automatic equation diagrams that expose multiple 
de�nitions in parallel, and (4) an automatically generated glossary 
of important terms and symbols. A usability study showed that 
the tool helps researchers of all experience levels read papers. Fur-
thermore, researchers were eager to have ScholarPhi’s de�nitions 
available to support their everyday reading. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Researchers are charged with keeping on top of immense, rapidly-
changing literatures. Naturally, then, reading constitutes a major 
part of a researcher’s everyday work. Senior researchers, such as 
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Figure 1: ScholarPhi helps readers understand nonce words— 
unique technical terms and symbols—de�ned within scien-
ti�c papers. When a reader comes across a nonce word that they 
do not understand, ScholarPhi lets them click the word to view a 
position-sensitive de�nition in a compact tooltip. The tooltip lets 
the reader jump to the de�nition in context. It also lets them open 
lists of prose de�nitions, de�ning formulae, and usages of the word. 
ScholarPhi augments the reading experience with this and a host 
of other features (see Section 4) to assist readers. 

faculty members, spend over one hundred hours a year reading the 
literature, consuming over one hundred papers annually [97]. And 
despite the formidable background knowledge that a researcher 
gains over the course of their career, they will still often �nd that 
papers are prohibitively di�cult to read. 

As they read, a researcher is constantly trying to �t the infor-
mation they �nd into schemas of their prior knowledge, but the 
success of this assimilation is by no means guaranteed [7]. A re-
searcher may struggle to understand a paper due to gaps in their 
own knowledge, or due to the intrinsic di�culty of reading a spe-
ci�c paper [7]. Reading is made all the more challenging by the 
fact that scholars increasingly read selectively, looking for speci�c 
information by skimming and scanning [34, 70, 98]. 

We are motivated by the question: Can a novel interface improve 
the reading experience by reducing distractions that interrupt the 
reading �ow? This work takes a measured step to address the gen-
eral design question by focusing on the speci�c case of helping 
readers understand cryptic technical terms and symbols de�ned 
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Design Goals

• Support authoring, reading, and making use of (experimenting with)

• Ecological compatibility

• Correct and reproducible documents
• Minimal authoring overhead

• Don’t change what authors put in papers (prose, math, figures, 
tables)
• Minimal changes to how they write 
• Plain text documents
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Function subscript  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Unused parameters

Defined via  
conditional assignment

Square brackets  
for parameters

Function superscript  
as parameter 

Parameter superscripts  
as additional parameters
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Formative Study

I. Prose organizes the document, interleaved with math.

• All appear to be written using LaTeX.
• Observations:

• Pseudocode sometimes present, compilable code isn’t. No literate programs.

II. Math appears out of order. Symbols used before defined.
III. Symbols re-used in different contexts.
IV. Symbol appears in executable formulas and non-executable derivations.
V. Symbols and functions appear with conditional assignment.
VI. Functions have a variety of implied semantics for parameters and 

pre-computed symbols.
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Expert Study

• 3 CS PhD students
• Author an original document related to their computer graphics research

• Spent 24, 7, and 6 hours, respectively, using H❤rtDown over a period 
of two weeks
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“H❤rtDown is an excellent 
tool to share tutorial[s] online—
it highlights the vector 
dimension and variable 
meaning...following all the 
vectors/matrices/their dims is 
the hardest part of 
reproducing a paper.”
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Limitations

• H❤rtDown does not consider pseudocode or algorithmic steps 
described in prose 

• The space of executable math and potential application domains 
for H❤rtDown is much broader than linear algebra 

[Gissler et al. 2020]
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Future Work

• Automatic conversion from LaTeX to H❤rtDown

• A proof checker to verify derivations

• Callbacks and delegates for expanding the abilities of the generated 
code

• Support for active reading (e.g. annotating and comparing)
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Conclusions

• H❤rtDown is a low-overhead, ecologically compatible document 
processor

• H❤rtDown supports authors and improves replicability, readability, 
and experimentation

• Participants in our expert study found uses for H❤rtDown in their 
research practice. 



H❤rtDown 
https://iheartla.github.io/heartdown/
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